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for this final statement of pragmatism, this solvent word, this light 
in which I shall see how far from truth I have strayed and in what 
maze of error I am still groping. I have now made one more call 
to the pragmatist; this time a cry de profundis for salvation from 
doubt. Has the pragmatist a doctrine of knowledge which can save 
from philosophic doubt? 

I have tried to show in this article that he has not as yet success- 
fully offered such a doctrine. I can but hope that some pragmatist 
will be moved by this last appeal so to state his doctrine and so to 
establish its truth that a man in such doubt as I have confessed may 
be reasonably persuaded to accept it as his intellectual salvation. 

JOHN E. RUSSELL. 
WILLIAMS COLLEGE. 

SOCIETIES 
THE SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN 

PHILOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION 

THE A-merican Philosophical Association held its sixth annual 
meeting, in New York, December 27-29, 1906, at the invita- 

tion of the Department of Philosophy of Columbia University, and 
in affiliation with the American Psychological Association and the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science. The various 
social functions were mentioned in a preceding number of this 
JOURNAL (p. 27). Officers for the ensuing year were elected as fol- 
lows: President, Professor H. N. Gardiner, of Smith College; Vice- 
president, Professor R. B. Perry, of Harvard University; Secretary- 
treasurer, Professor Frank Thilly, of Cornell University; new mem- 
bers of the Executive Committee, Professor Ernest Albee, of Cornell 
University, Professor C. M. Bakewell, of Yale University, and Pro- 
fessor H. G. Lord, of Columbia University. The following is the 
program, with brief abstracts of most of the papers read. 

The Energies of Men: WILLIAM JAMES. President's address, pub- 
lished in the Philosophical Review for January, 1907. 

Some Points of Relation between Music and the Emotiovs: HALBERT 
HAINS BRITAN. 

The central problem in the philosophy of music relates to its con- 
tent. Does music find its true esthetic function in awakening and 
stimulating the emotions, or does its true value lie in the formal play 
of rhythmic tones in melodic or harmonic progression? is the usual 
form of the question. This paper was in support of the former 
hypothesis. Music differs from the other arts by having as its 
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medium the most exciting stimulus the mind receives. Sound, 
whether from physiological or biological reasons, is the natural way 
in which the emotions are expressed. This emotional excitability 
of sound is carried over to musical tones. The means at the com- 
mand of the musician whereby he may shape the emotions of his 
hearers are: rhythm, which is powerfull because organic; harmonic 
features, which include the major and minor modes, resolutions, etc.; 
timbre, pitch, and variations in tempo and in force. These, while 
almost disconcertingly simple, gain in emotional power in two ways: 
first, their vagueness merely suggests, leaving the mind to bring up 
elements fraught for it with emotional significance; second, these fac- 
tors are all dynamic and are the only sense stimuli that conform to 
the natural history of an emotional reaction. The forms of painting 
and sculpture and architecture are static, the elements are dynamic, 
and as a result have a peculiar power over the emotions. Such are 
the impressive qualities of music which belong to it as sound. But 
music is also an art, and as an art must have underlying it those 
attributes which determine its genzs. These attributes are the same 
for music as for literature, and hence music may be judged by the 
same criteria that determine the literary value of any work in this 
field of art. Such are unity, originality, significance and, as quali- 
ties of style, strength and content. The psychical significance of 
these elements in a musical composition is the same as in a literary 
production; that is, they affect the mind emotionally. 

The Concrete,ness of Thozught: GEORGE H. SABINE. 
Philosophical thinkers are now generally agreed that only experi- 

ence is real, and this only in proportion as it is concrete; but there 
are great differences between current conceptions of concrete experi- 
ence and of the relation of thought to the concrete. An examina- 
tion of concrete experience shows that it possesses the character of 
immediacy, but that the immediate must be further qualified as the 
individual, as that which possesses the richest possible content. 
Individuality, however, implies a position in an organized system, 
for an individual is constituted, not by isolation, but by functional 
relation to a systematic whole. The conception of organic unity is 
equally a postulate of generalizing thought, for true generalization 
must reach real synthetic principles. It appears, therefore, that the 
attempt to define the concrete can not stop short of an experience in 
which universality and individuality are at once completely satisfied, 
an experience in which perfect integration is combined with perfect 
differentiation. Only the absolute, therefore, is fully concrete, and 
for finite experience the absolute can be only an ideal of perfected 
rationality. Such an ideal, however, is organic to our actual ex- 
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perience because it is an ideal which we may progressively realize. 
The concreteness which we attribute to actual experience rests on 
the fact that this experience is always partially organized. If this 
were not the case, thought could never find a problem, for logical dis- 
organization is the sole difficulty which thought can solve. Thought, 
therefore, is to be conceived as a function of concrete rationality by 
which experience is at once universalized and individualized; it is 
the means by which we realize in finite experience some measure of 
that ideally rational experience which is truth. The abstractness 
which characterizes conceptual thinking in general, and scientific 
procedure especially, is always a means to the attainment of con- 
crete reasonableness. Abstraction is merely the simplification of a 
problem, which remains to be solved by the logical unification of the 
experience. The abstract sciences get their validity solely from the 
fact that they contribute to the rationality of experience as a whole. 
If this conception of thought is correct, it follows: (1) that the notion 
of a pure experience must be given up; (2) that no distinction in 
principle can be drawn between reflective and constitutive thought; 
(3) that reality is to be conceived, not as pure experience, but as the 
ideally rational experience which is the goal of thought. 
The Nature of Explanation: WALTER T. MARVIN. 

Explanation is an analysis of a whole into parts, or of a com- 
plexity into elements that are simpler and whose relations are 
simpler. In this definition two distinct processes are denoted by 
analysis: substitttion and atalysis proper. The scientist often sub- 
stitutes for the original entities or phenomena other objects or sym- 
bols in terms of which the explanation is made, e. g., the abstract enti- 
ties or symbols of physical science instead of the actual phenomena 
experimented with. The work of explanation, however, begins prop- 
erly afterward, that is, with analysis proper. This is the work of 
analytic attention, which seeks in the given content (original or 
substituted) for the component terms and their relations. In this 
search analytic attention discovers, at least approximately, abso- 
lutely simple components, namely, terms and relations that resist all 
further analysis on the part of attention. Further, analysis finds 
two types of terms, parts and elements, the former giving rise to an 
atomic theory, the latter to abstract general laws; but the former 
gradually merging into the latter as we pass from atoms that can 
be conceived as independent perceivable entities to abstract atoms, 
merely symbolic entities, and in turn as we pass from these to the 
abstract quality or property. 
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A New Syllogistic Canon: JOIN GRIER HIBBEN. 
This paper will be published in full in the Philosophical Review. 

Thle American Society for Psychical Research:1 JAMES H. HYSLOP. 
The paper first discussed the place between psychology and 

philosophy which was occupied by psychical research. At first 
sight the subject seems to be a psychological one solely, but a little 
reflection shows that it is also related closely in its outcome to the 
great problems of philosophy. It thus appears to be psychological 
in its method and philosophical in its object. With the field thus 
determined the general objects of the American Society were de- 
fined by indicating its relation to the larger scheme represented by 
the American Institute for Scientific Research, which aims to incor- 
porate abnormal psychology as one of its sections in company with 
the work of psychical research. Psychical research had for its 
object the study of the claims of the supernormal without any pre- 
disposition to take any theory of it as foregone. As the study 
of the supernormal brings the psychical researcher into contact with 
the problem of a future life, this is the one that attracts the most 
attention. lIence the place of that belief in the philosophical, 
ethical and political systems of history obtains a special interest. 
The influence of the idea on past, and especially Christian, history 
is such that a verdict one way or the other is of importance to the 
intellectual and ethical life. As the past relied so distinctly on faith 
and looser methods of fixing conviction, the influence of scepticism 
to dissolve the older beliefs has left to science the protection of 
ideals that had once been the exclusive property of religion. This 
fact gives the solution of the problem an importance which it might 
not otherwise have. The material collected during the last twenty 
years points toward the disproof of materialism, and it remains to 
ascertain whether this direction of belief is justified. 

The View That the Real is Control: G. A. TAWNEY. 
1. Knowledge as control. Reality is said to be the content of 

judgments which control the further activities of experience. 
Reality consists in valid judgments, and judgment is the process 
through which the evolution of the real goes on. The objection, 
that this is subjectivism, is answered by the instrumental idealist 
by pointing out (a) that the subjective is the uncertain and the 
false, and (b) that he does not regard the real as belonging to this 
category. The judgment, that judgment is the controlling factor in 
experience, is itself controlling and real. Judgment is no mere sub- 

1 This paper will be published in full in the Journal of the Society for 
Psychical Research. 
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jective mental state. But the objector returns to ask, How about the 
judgment that the judgment, that judgment is controlling, is valid? 
The view implies (a) that reality is an infinite regress of judgments 
and (b) that there is always a judgment, the last member of the 
series, which is still untested and uncertain. Thus there is a realm 
of uncertainty and possible error, implied in this view, which is but 
is not real. That which controls, in this logical sense, is always 
objective, but the real is vastly more than this. 2. Energy as con- 
trol. Usually conceived negatively as the external limitation and 
determination of activity. The real is a sort of strait-jacket of 
the mind. Objection may be made (a) that this view reduces the 
real to an unknowable thing-in-itself; (b) that it makes the world 
of knowledge phenomenal and even subjective; (c) that it presup- 
poses a positive control opposed to 'the real' and exercised by the 
subject, the ego or consciousness. Such a dualism leads to a Kantian 
type of agnostic transcendentalism, and leaves the question how the 
content of judgment could refer to the real subject of the judgment 
unsolved. Moreover, the doctrine that the real is always a limita- 
tion and control of activity is open to the same objection as the 
view criticized above. It implies a realm which is but is not real. 
3. Satisfaction or immediacy as control. By means of love and will 
we reach a point to which thought unaided can not attain, a point 
where conscious effort and discursive analysis cease. Objection is 
made (a) that this view also recognizes a realm which is but is not 
real, (b) that its 'reality' is identical with what we ordinarily mean 
by nothing, or reality at large, and (c) that it is a form of self-in- 
dulgence which easily becomes unmanly and immoral. These three 
conceptions of the real as control emphasize aspects of the objective. 
They do not give us an adequate account of the real. Appeal to 
what might be called social control does not relieve the difficulty. 

The Ugly Infinite and the Good-for-nothing Absolute: CHARLES M. 
BAKEWELL. 
Ever since philosophy emerged from the hylozoic age it has been 

pursued by the antinomy of the infinite and the absolute. By 
infinite is here meant the boundless, the alreepoy, the endless regress, 
which is implied in empiricism, as the idealist views it; and by the 
absolute the fixed and definite and final, whether as standard of 
reference, scale of worth or world of meaning, which is the flaw in 
idealism as viewed by empiricism. It is not too much to say that 
most of the discussions of fundamental problems in philosophy center 
in this antinomy. When philosophical discussions wax polemical, 
then one's opponent is supposed to have embraced simply one side of 
the antinomy, while blindly ignoring, or shamefully belittling, the 
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reasons which make for the other side. This granted, the logical diffi- 
culties of his position are easily made evident, and adjectives of 
abuse add warmth to the discussion. In earlier times the partizans 
of the absolute held sway, and the infinite, to which their opponents 
were said to be committed, was dubbed 'ugly,' about as strong a 
term of reproach as the Greek could find. In recent times, and 
partly owing to the conquests made by the theory of evolution in 
all fields of knovledge, the partizans of the infinite are coming to 
be more and more boisterously in evidence, and they are returning 
the compliment. Their opponents' view leads, we are told, to an 
absolute which is 'good-for-nothing,' as abusive an epithet as one 
can find in our strenuous and utilitarian age. All who are not radical 
empiricists or immediatists, all who hold a doctrine of transcendence, 
are declared absolutists. Passing by the realists who, from one 
point of viewN,, must be ranked with the absolutists, and confining 
our attention to the idealists, these fall into two fairly distinct 
groups according as their real-ideal is taken statically or dynam- 
ically. 'l'he former group may, with some show of plausibility, be 
charged with introducing the conception of an absolute which is use- 
less in the interpretation of experience. Yet even here, as tested 
by actual results, the charge can not be fully made good; and what 
measure of utility this conception of the absolute possesses is readily 
explicable in the light cast back upon it by the more developed 
forms of dynamic idealism. As applied to the latter group, how- 
ever, the charge is wholly withouit force. It rests upon the assump- 
tion that because the idealist believes in a world of eternal truth 
where values are assessed with finality he must, in order to make 
any significant use of such a conception, himself have had this com- 
pleted vision. The idealist does not 'affect omniscience.' He begins 
with experience just as he, with all his feebleness and limitations and 
ignorance, finds it. But he finds the value of the conception of the 
fixed of dynamic idealism in making intelligible the possibility of 
working away from this starting-point by definite and sure steps 
into a world of meaning where nothing is ever lost. Progress is 
progress, and not simply change, because a less complete view can 
once for all be set aside in favor of a more complete, and this is 
clearly intelligible only provided they all have their position fixed 
in a scale of worth and meaning which we are gradually finding out, 
but which we do not make as suits our passing mood or present state 
or present felt need. This conception is one upon which we lean 
in every step in our search after truth and reality, and it is our 
continual, though sometimes tacit, dependence on it that gives us our 
faith that the game is worth while. 
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Are Tinte and Space of Coordinate Philosophical Significance? 
HENRY RUTGERS MARSHALL. 
Our concepts of time and space are based upon our temporal and 

spatial experiences. 1. Our temporal experiences are determined 
by the existence, in connection with presentations, of some phase of 
time quality, which is a general quality of all presentations and 
which, like the algedonic quality (pain-indifference-pleasure), dis- 
plays three phases, pastness-presentness-futureness. One of these 
phases must attach to each specific presentation, as is shown by the 
fact that each presentation is discovered to display some one of the 
three time phases if we choose to look for it. The time quality thus 
appears to be a general quality of all presentations. That is to 
say, no presentation is ever timeless. 2. Our spatial experiences 
are determined by the existence in connection with presentations 
of what we may call the spatial quality. If this spatial quality is 
a general quality of all presentations, as the time quality is, then 
we should find that all presentations are spatially quialified, and that 
no presentation is non-spatial. But this proves not to be the case. For 
although a large proportion of our presentations are spatially quali- 
fied, some of them are not. As instances of presentations which 
are not spatially qualified we may note the group of concepts which 
can not be traced back to percepts, e. g., 'factor of safety,' 'virtue'; 
and especially the so-called 'feelings of relation,' e. g., what Pro- 
fessor James calls the 'feeling of but, ' which, as he says, is as 
definitely a presentation as a 'feeling of blue.' These concepts and 
'feelings of relation' are definite presentations, but they are not 
spatially qualified, i. e., they are non-spatial. 3. The spatial qual- 
ity thus appears to be not a general quality of all presentations, 
as is the case with the temporal quality, but a special quality which 
attaches to a very large proportion of, but not to all of, our presenta- 
tions. The temporal quality and the spatial quality thus appear 
to be on different planes, so to speak; and this leads us to ask 
whether, in consideration of the fact that our concepts of time and 
space are based respectively upon our temporal and spatial experi- 
ences, we are justified in classing time and space together and treat- 
ing them as of coordinate philosophical significance, as is so com- 
monly done in metaphysical writings of modern times. 

Some Inadequacies in the Modern Theories of Jtdgment: W. H. 
SHELDON. 
The problem of judgment comprizes three questions: the make-up 

of its content (both psychical and logical), the purpose which that 
content serves, and the fitness of the content to fulfill the purpose. 
These are the questions of structure, function, and their mutual 
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adaptation. The generally accepted modern theory has revealed 
the function of the judgment-content (to refer to reality or to suog- 
gest action upon the environment) ; many logicians also have worked 
out theories of strtcture (the individual-universal theory, the 
stimulus-reaction theory, the synthesis theory, the partition theory, 
etc.), but scarcely any one has attempted to show how the structtre 
is adapted to the function of suggesting reality. Herein lies the in- 
adequacy of modern theories of judgment. 

Descriptive and Normative Sciences: ERNEST ALBEE. 
The distinction between the descriptive and the so-called 'norm- 

ative' sciences has come to be a seriously puzzling problem for 
philosophy. The dualism implied is distasteful even to commoni 
sense and to physical science, and the first step in the direction of 
reflection is usually to hold that science proper deals with reality, 
while the so-called 'normative' sciences or disciplines are more 
strictly arts. But even the sciences which take the factual or ex- 
istential point of view become progressively technical, and therefore 
abstract, as the true problems and methods of the science in ques- 
tion become more clearly defined. Hence the developing ideal of 
each science becomes, in a sense, normative for the procedure of 
that science. On the other hand, the so-called 'normative' sciences 
also deal with reality. For example, modern logic primarily seeks 
to explain what knowledge is and what it implies. But as knowledge 
develops in the direction of its ideal of organization, it becomes as 
a result more and more real-a highly suggestive example, which 
goes to prove that, in some fields of investigation, at least, the real 
and the ideal tend to converge. The same line of argument applies to 
ethics; for conduct, like thought, becomes more truly itself in pro- 
portion to the degree of achieved organization. The true distinction 
between the descriptive and the so-called 'normative' sciences is, 
that the former take the factual or existential, the latter the teleolog- 
ical, point of view; but objectivity of treatment is as possible in the 
one case as in the other. In fact, true objectivity must always, in 
the end, be exhibited in teleologfical terms. In a word, the difference 
is that between explaining experience from without and from within. 

Knowledge as Immediate Experience and a Function, of Love: LEWIS 
F. HITE. 
The knowledge of concrete experience, in so far as it is reflective, 

is relational and more or less systematic, but such knowledge presup- 
poses immediate knowledge and rests upon it as its basis. Immediate 
knowledge is one unique, simple, complete experience-a whole, self- 
existent and self-sufficient, which contains in itself, unified and har- 
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monized, all the complexity, variety and relations that subsequently, 
by the developing processes of attention, reflection, analysis and syn- 
thesis, grow out of it. Experience has two aspects, cognitive and 
emotional. The cognitive is that which is presented in the function 
of self-representation. Experience in its first intention is imme- 
diately self-conscious. In other words, knowledge is a function of 
experience such that the unique and individual existence of a given 
experience is self-represented as this precise kind or quality. For 
example, the experience of the blue sky is the existence of the blue 
as the precise quality of this self-represented experience. The paper 
devotes considerable space to showing in detail the nature of imme- 
diate knowledge by means of a construction which supposes a man 
placed under conditions where the only experience he can have is 
that of the blue sky. Then the situation is developed by adding 
sound, and finally by supposing all the senses to be opened at once. 
It is assumed in this case that there would be complete blending, and 
that the experience would be of the same type as the simple blue. 
It is maintained that the cognitive aspect of this experience is its 
existence as its own precise, unique kind or quality. The emotional, 
esthetic and voluntary aspects of the experience are interpreted and 
developed as characters which are otherwise covered by the general 
term love. Love, in accordance with Swedenborg's doctrine, is taken 
as the fundamental and all-inclusive experience. In other words, 
experience at bottom is love, and all the functions and characters of 
experience are developments of love. Love in the process of self- 
representation presents that aspect of experience which we call 
knowledge. Knowledge as a complete, systematic whole would be 
the final stage of this process of self-representation. 
Cadwallader Colden of Kings College: I. W. RILEY. 

Cadwallader Colden (1688-1776), a graduate of Edinburgh Uni- 
versity, lieutenant-governor of the province of New York, and an 
early patron of Kings College, was the first and foremost of the 
American materialists. A friend of Samuel Johnson, the idealistic 
head of the college, the correspondence between these two reads like 
veritable Berkeleyan dialogues between Hylas and Philonous. 
Assuming that substance is power and force, Colden formed a system 
of dynamic panpsychism somewhat in the manner of Toland's 
'Pantheisticon,' yet with peculiar variations of its own. A reac- 
tionary against Descartes, Colden was neither a local Leibniz nor a 
colonial Spinoza; opposing the doctrine of the possibility of matter, 
he neither granted it the perceptions of the monad nor treated it as 
a necessary mode of the one only substance. A follower of Hobbes, 
he was a materialist and yet not a total determinist; in his physics 
he limited the activities of matter in accordance with their created 
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essence, and in his metaphysics granted freedom of will to intelligent 
agents. Finally, a disciple of Newton, he was a dualist and yet not 
without a tendency to monism; he granted the existence of intelligent 
agents and unintelligent matter, and still comprehended both under 
the loose conception of a plastic principle. Colden's position in the 
development of American thinking was in advance of the ordinary 
eighteenth-century deism, anticipating to a degree the New England 
transcendentalism, and issuing in a movement essentially modern 
the resolution of matter into mechanics of energy. 

Philosophy and Religion: A. T. ORMOND. 

T he Meaning of Moral Goodness: RALPHi BARTON PERRY. 
The phrase 'moral goodness' signifies distinguishable and definable 

properties, possessed by certain objects or groups of objects, but 
capable of being abstracted; i. e., moral goodness is a conception. 
The aim of the present paper is the elucidation of the real moral 
goodness contained in experience, but only imperfectly discerned in 
moral sentiment and opinion. The necessity of employing the terms 
moral and goodness to qualify one another proves that the concep- 
tion of moral goodness is not simple. There is a morality that is 
not good, and a goodness that is not moral. In order, therefore, to 
define moral goodness, it is necessary to distinguish a field of moral 
values within which moral good, moral evil and moral indifference 
are systematically related. Values which approximate morality 
appear when an organism is introduced into a mechanical system. 
MIechanical objects and mechanical action now bear favorably, un- 
favorably or indifferently upon the organism 's preservation, and 
may be said to be good, bad or indifferent accordingly. These values 
are strictly extrinsic-and may be termed material or potential 
values. At the same time there appear the values proper to the 
organism itself. The elementary organism is an organization whose 
action is determined, at any rate in part, by the law of its own 
preservation. Such action possesses value through its reflex conse- 
quences, whether beneficial, injurious or indifferent. Goodness, bad- 
ness and indifference, of this type, may be termed biological values. 
In the elementary organism there is but one undifferentiated interest, 
the instinct of self-preservation. Such acts as answer to this instinct 
do not as yet possess moral value. Such value arises only when 
simple interests become differentiated or affiliated in such wise 
as to form higher synthetic interests. The former appears in the 
case of the individual self, the latter in the case of the social group. 
In both cases the subinterest possesses moral value in consideration 
of its bearing upon the controlling interest. In so far as the sub- 
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interest contributes to the controlling interest, it possesses moral 
goodness; in so far as it detracts from the controlling interest, it 
possesses moral evil; and in so far as it is inappreciable in either 
respect, it possesses moral indifference. il\oral value in the above 
sense may be attributed to interested action, or conduct, to self- 
determining individuals or selves, to institutions, to social groups, 
to ideals and to principles. 

A Factor imt the Evolution of Moriality: F. C. FRENCH. 

Evolutionary writers in general have given far more attention 
to the objective than to the subjective side of the moral life. Action 
for the good of others determined by instincts, habits, sympathetic 
impulses and the like appeared at an early stage of animal life, but 
conscience as a sense of duty and personal responsibility does not 
emerge until a considerably later period in human development. 
Many facts point to the view that primitive self-consciousness was a 
group-consciousness rather than an individual self-consciousness. 
This paper aims to show that the first rudimentary form of moral 
obligation is found in the taboo idea. Certain things are regarded 
as unspeakably dangerous, and these must at all cost be avoided. 
If contact occurs by necessity or by accident the person becomes 
infected by a sort of material contagion. He becomes himself in 
turn an object of danger, and must be tabooed until by some process 
of purification the infection has been removed. Various things are 
subject to taboo among different peoples, but blood, a corpse, a new- 
born babe and its mother are almost universal objects of taboo the 
world over, as are also sacred things, i. e., whatever is associated with 
a people's religious rites. The taboo concept includes both the sacred 
and the accursed, the holy and the unclean. The impurity of the 
taboo object has nothing to do with our notion of uncleanliness. 
At a later stage of religious development (e. g., among the Hebrews) 
the taboos are regarded as commands of the Deity, but this is an 
ex post facto explanation. Earlier than any organized religion, 
man learns to dread the mysteriously dangerous, and to avoid the 
same. The mysterious is dreaded as containing some dire infection 
which must be avoided, by either non-contact or ceremonial purifica- 
tion. 'Touch not the unclean thing' is the first categorical impera- 
tive. This primitive imperative, ethical in form, but for the most 
part unethical in content, affords exactly the stepping-stone that we 
need to bridge the chasm between the non-moral and the moral. 
Various writers on taboo have claimed for it great influience in devel- 
oping respect for property, marriage and human life; its deeper and 
more essential ethical value, however, was in giving the first impetus 
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to the birth of that sense of oughtness which has made man a re- 
sponsible moral being. Taboo is conscience in embryo. 

Some Requisites of a Theory of Ethical Values: WALTER G. EVERETT. 
1. A preliminary question is that of terminology. Shall we speak 

of any human values as absolute values? The existence of absolute 
values, in the stricter sense of the term, implies the existence of an 
absolute, all-embracing consciousness. But even if this hypotlhesis 
be accepted, the immediate identification of our human values with 
these absolute values is unwarranted. Again, if by absolute values 
is meant unconditional values, it must be replied that we have no 
experience of any unconditional values in human life. Finally, if 
by absolute values is meant simply that there are certain general 
categories of value beyond which analysis can not go, they might 
with more propriety be called ultimate, or fundamental, values. 
2. Another requisite is a clear distinction between a principle of 
motivation and of valuation, or between the desired and the de- 
sirable. The disregard of this distinction vitiates all purely volun- 
taristic theories of value when applied to the field of ethics. This 
defect appears in the work of Ehrenfels, whose theory is more ade- 
quate for economic than for ethical values. Meinong, while making 
value a function of feeling rather than of desire, identifies feelings 
of value too closely with immediate feelings. 3. Value attaches to 
conscious experience, apart from which no value is conceivable. 
This thesis would not, perhaps, be generally challenged, but it is 
doubted by Mr. E. G. Moore ('Principia Ethica,' pp. 83-84). Mr. 
Moore, however, destroys his own hypothesis of value apart from 
experience by introducing a reference to consciousness at the very 
moment when he seeks to dispense with it. 4. Still another requisite 
of a theory of ethical values is the determination of the relation of 
states of feeling as agreeable and disagreeable to experiences of 
value, positive and negative. The importance of this problem for 
ethical value can not be disregarded. Apart from states of feeling 
as agreeable and disagreeable, all facts would be indifferent in value. 
This state of feeling must be one element or aspect of moral values 
as of all others. 5. But corresponding to the peculiarly subjective 
element of feeling, there is in moral values an objective element. 
This objective element may be expressed as perfection of function. 
An organic relation may be established between this objective factor 
and the subjective element of feeling. Herein is found the truie syn- 
thesis of hedonism and perfectionism. 6. A still further require- 
ment is the discovery of the relation between ethical values and 
other values, economic, esthetic, etc. While other groups of values 
exist as objects of investigation independent of ethics, all these are 
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related to ethics as objects of choice for the content of life as a 
whole. And just this regard for the total interests of life, as against 
particular or temporary interests, constitutes the special view-point 
of ethics. 

SECTION OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF 
THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

A MEETING was held in conjunction with the New York 
Branch of the American Psychological Association, on No- 

vember 26, with an afternoon session at the psychological laboratory 
of Columbia University and an evening session at the American 
Museum of Natural History; members dined together between the 
sessions at the Faculty Club, Columbia University. An invitation 
from the Yale Philosophical Club to meet with them in April was 
tendered by Professor Judd, and accepted by the joint societies. 

The first paper, by Dr. F. Lyman Wells, on 'Linguistic Ability 
and Intellectual Efficiency,' was published in full in this JOURNAL 

for December 6, 1906. 
Dr. Kate Gordon presented the results of experiments on the 

'Esthetics of Simple Color Arrangements.' She sought to arrange 
colors in a field in a manner somewhat similar to the usual massing 
of colors in a painting. Her figures were composed of large and 
small triangles of color arranged symmetrically about a point, and 
with bases turned toward each other. Red, yellow, green and blue 
were the colors used, and these and the triangles were arranged in 
all possible ways within the limits indicated. These colors differed 
greatly in brightness, and the results so far seem to show that prefer- 
ences depend almost entirely on the arrangements of brightness. 
Small bright triangles surrounded by large dark ones were uni- 
formly preferred. By control experiments it was found that this 
result depended partly on a preference for small masses in the center 
surrounded by large masses, and partly on a preference for bright- 
ness surrounded by darkness. The results could, however, be re- 
versed by certain accessory figures. The preference for a certain 
arrangement of colors did not depend on a preference for single 
colors; the latter preference was also studied, with the result that 
different colors were preferred according as the background was 
light or dark; on the whole the order of preference was red, blue, 
green, yellow. The preferred combinations were red and green, 
yellow and blue. 
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